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NORTH WEST CENTRAL ELECTORATE — BY-ELECTION — AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY 
Statement 

HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Emergency Services) [5.52 pm]: I had to 
get to my feet tonight to point out the extraordinary hypocrisy of Hon Neil Thomson. It astounds me. He is very 
happy to point out all the time that he was a chief of staff, a senior public servant or whatever, but what he did not 
point out today was that the Liberal Party has not run in by-elections previously, whether in Willagee, Armadale 
or Fremantle. Why did he not point that out today? Was it because he has amnesia or is forgetful? I do not know. 
As Hon Dan Caddy said, Hon Neil Thomson should be talking about the problems in the Liberal Party, not about 
the problems in our party or the fact that we are not running for a seat. I proudly represent the North West Central 
electorate in the Parliament by virtue of being a member for the Mining and Pastoral Region, as does Hon Kyle McGinn, 
Hon Peter Foster and Hon Rosie Sahanna, and we represent it very well. Hon Neil Thomson is a hypocrite, because 
this morning he was condemning the Minister for Agriculture and Food and now he is saying that she is great. He cannot 
have it both ways. You are a hypocrite. You are hypocritical. 
The PRESIDENT: Careful. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I withdraw it. 
I proudly say that we have great representatives of North West Central in the Parliament and we will remain 
great representatives of that seat. All of us go up there and work with our constituents in that seat. Let it be known: 
Hon Neil Thomson cannot be hypocritical. He will tell stories, but do you know what? We will find him out and 
we will point out his inaccuracies! 

Statement 
HON DAN CADDY (North Metropolitan) [5.53 pm]: I stand in complete support of the deputy leader’s comments. 
I made some notes while I was listening to the highly hypocritical and ill-researched contribution from the member 
opposite. I noticed that while the member is talking, his frontbench members are in a huddle holding their heads in 
their hands, thinking “Here he goes again.” He does no research and he has no idea what he is talking about. We had 
a pretty interesting morning today. We listened to Hon Dr Steve Thomas. He talks well. He waxes lyrical. As I have 
said before, sometimes I quite enjoy listening to Hon Tjorn Sibma talk. Does the member opposite know what they do 
differently from him? They do not confuse volume for the quality of argument. Members cannot just raise their voice 
in here and start yelling things out, with no research, and think they are making a good point. That is not how it works. 
If the member were a student of history, like Hon Tjorn Sibma or Hon Dr Steve Thomas, who often takes us back 
a couple of centuries, he would well know that his party did not run a candidate in Fremantle in 2009. His party was in 
government then. His party did not run a candidate in Willagee in 2010, and his party scurried away and did not run 
a candidate in Armadale in 2009. The member stood in here pontificating without doing any research whatsoever while 
his party is an absolute basket case. I would talk about “The Clan” and throw some quotes out there but members of 
“The Clan” are out on urgent parliamentary business at the moment so it would probably not be worth it. 
I suggest that the next time the member wants to get up and have a shot at our party for something, he look over his 
shoulder and absolutely have a voice in his party room to try to improve his party. I will give him a big tip: if he gets to 
his feet and his frontbench members have their heads in their hands, he might just want to cut things short and take a seat. 
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